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Temperature efFects on the optical absorption of jellium clusters
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Temperature broadening of the microscopically obtained optical absorption of open-shell clusters
is studied with Nalo as an example. The method used is the time-dependent local-density approxi-
mation, combined with the coupling to the shape fluctuations of the cluster, both in the ground state
and in the excited state. In sharp contrast to earlier studies by Pacheco and Broglia, the quantum
nature of the fluctuations is fully taken into account. The obtained linewidth is in good agreement
with recent experimental data of Knight and collaborators. The breakdown of the so-called
plasmon-pole approximation is investigated in detail, and it is found that the reason for this is the
fragmentation of the oscillator strength stored in the plasmon line, which is a genuine particle-hole
effect both in closed-shell jellium clusters (Na20) and in open-shell metal clusters (Nalo).

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that many of the electronic properties
of clusters of the monovalent metals such as Na, K,Li and
Cu, Ag, Au both in the neutral state and in the ionized
one, can be successfully described by a relatively simple
model, namely the jellium model. ' Furthermore, both
static properties, such as abundances and fragmentation
properties, and dynamical properties, such as the optical
absorption, can be obtained with reasonable accuracy
within the relatively simple framework of density-
functional theory. A good example for this is the optical
absorption, which was calculated for the first time by one
of us, with the help of the time-dependent local-density
approximation (TDLDA). The main result of this study
was that the optical absorption of small Na clusters con-
sists predominantly of a huge surface-plasm on line,
which nearly exhausts the total oscillator strength. For
this reason we investigated the accuracy of a much
simpler approach —the so-called surface-plasmon-pole
approximation, ' within which the optical absorption
consists exclusively in the excitations of the collective os-
cillations of the electrons against the jellium background.
The theoretically predicted result, that the absorption
consists mainly of the excitation of surface plasmons, was
later experimentally confirmed by Knight and collabora-
tors. ' This experimental finding demonstrated, con-
vincingly, that the TDLDA is an excellent starting point
for a first investigation of the optical absorption in metal
clusters such as (Na)z (2 (X(41). However, there is an
important exception of this general observation: The
linewidth as determined within the pure TDLDA is com-
pletely wrong. The reason for this is the following: Small
metal clusters formed by ultrasonic jet expansion are not
really cold (T=O K), but warm (TWO K), which means
that their shape is not frozen, but fluctuating around the
shape determined by minimizing the total energy at T=O
K.

Of course, for TWO K the other atomic vibration and
isomerization modes in a cluster will also be excited (be-

sides the shape fluctuation). However, the cluster-shape
fluctuations will most strongly affect the photoabsorption
cross-section frequencies: In monovalent metal clusters,
already as small as N=10 (the example demonstrated in
this work), the largest photoabsorption oscillator strength
is stored in the electronic modes with a strong collective
character, around the surface-plasmon resonances.
Charge-density oscillations associated with these collec-
tive modes are delocalized and spread over the whole sur-
face of the cluster. The frequency of these modes will

only be sensitive to the overall changes in the global clus-
ter shape, particularly to the quadrupolar shape oscilla-
tions, described by our spheroidal-jellium model. '"

As demonstrated recently by Pacheco and Broglia, '

these cluster-shape fluctuations result in roughly the ex-
perimentally observed linewidths. However, the model
used by these authors assumes two serious simplifications.

(i) The surface-plasmon-pole approximation is used
from the very beginning.

(ii) The effect of the shape fluctuation of the cluster is
considered within classical statistical mechanics.

In the present work, we would like to improve on this
model calculation, by taking into account the following
two effects.

(a) Taking into account the fragmentation of the oscil-
lator strength found microscopically by Ekardt, Yan-
nouleas et a1. ,

' and Ekardt and Penzar, " which des-
troys the validity of the surface-plasmon-pole approxima-
tion for very small clusters (Na)~, with X (41.

(b) By taking into account that quite generally small
clusters should exhibit a quantization of their shape fluc-
tuations, which means that one should introduce wave
functions and quantum statistics for a thorough calcula-
tion of this effect. Therefore the paper is organized as
follows: In Sec. II the optical absorption is calculated in
the spirit of Ref. 12, but without invoking any pole ap-
proximation: the particle-hole structure of the spectrum
is taken fully into account and temperature effects are in-
troduced via classical statistics. In Sec. III we present
what should be a reference point for further investiga-
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tions: The absorption is calculated by the microscopic
TDLDA and the quantization of the shape fluctuations is

fully taken into account. This yields a finite linewidth al-

ready at T=O K, because of the zero-point oscillations,
which is a genuine quantum m-echanical egect

II. VALIDITY OF THE POLE APPROXIMATION

Microscopically, the cross section for single-photon ab-
sorption '" is given by the imaginary part of the dynami-
cal polarizability a(cu),

4&CO
o (cu) = Ima(cu),

C

where a(tu) for closed-shell clusters is discussed in detail
in Ref. 9 and for open-shell clusters in Ref. 11. As the
full application of the TDLDA results in a relatively
cumbersome computer calculation for a(tu), one very
often replaces a(co) by the plasmon-pole approximation:
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where within the jellium model' we have

n =(-', trr3)

(2)
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where r, is the Wigner-Seitz radius of the bulk metal for a
cluster consisting of N atoms of a monovalent metal.
Furthermore, the resonance frequency tu, in Eq. (2) is

given by [trivially, see Eq. (2)]
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o(cu)~ f dmso(tu, 5)P(5, T) . (4)

Here, 5 is the parameter describing the cluster-shape fluc-
tuation within the spheroidal model, "and cr(to, 5) is ei-
ther that of Eq. (1), microscopic theory, or given by the
pole approximation, Eq. (2), and P(5, T) is the probability
for the shape fluctuation, given by the total energy E, (5)
and the partition function Z:

—F., (6)/l&T
Z — d7g e

and

Expressions (1}—(6) constitute the so-called classical
model, which neglects the quantum nature of the shape
fluctuations around the optimum shape 6O. We have cal-

with a(0) the static polarizability. The width I, in Eq.
(2) is to be obtained microscopically —for instance, from
the TDLDA.

However this "intrinsic" width is not to be confused
with the "effective" width as observed in a real experi-
ment. As noted by Pacheco and Broglia, ' this effective
width is mainly due to shape fluctuations around the
minimum of the total-energy surface at given values of N
and r, . Therefore, Eq. (1) is to be replaced by
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the photoabsorption cross-section spec-
trum with cluster temperature, T, for the Na, o cluster„obtained
by using Eqs. (4)—(6). o.(co, 5) in Eq. (4) is obtained from the full

microscopic TDLDA calculation in the self-consistent

spheroidal jellium model (Ref. 11). Our temperature averaging
requires the evaluation of the complete TDLDA photoabsorp-
tion spectra for many 5's [Eq. (4}], which is a very-computer-
tirne-demanding task. Therefore, we calculated all the TDLDA
spectra in the present paper by using only two spheroidal mul-

tipoles in the angular expansion of the TDLDA equations (Ref.
11), in contrast to Ref. 11, where the spectrum for only one 5 is

presented. This truncation brings a reduction of more than an

order of magnitude in the computer time, preserving, on the
other hand, all of the basic features, important for the results of
this paper (static polarizabilities and 5-dependent fragmentation
of the oscillator strengths stored in the plasmon lines, due to
particle-hole effects).
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culated Eq. (4) once microscopically, by using the full
Ima(co) for cr(co, 5) and using the total energy E, (5), in

Eqs. (5) and (6), within the self-consistent spheroidal jelli-
um model. A typical result is given in Fig. 1 for Na, o at
different temperatures, from T=O to 300 K. We clearly

see the fragmentation of the total oscillator strength al-
ready found earlier, " which destroys the validity of the
plasmon-pole approximation. In order to make this point
explicit, we give in Fig. 2 the optical absorption again
with the use of the plasmon-pole approximation for
o(co, 5). Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 at finite temperatures,
we clearly see that the fragmentation of the plasmon line
itself is an important broadening mechanism. This clear-
ly shows the breakdown of the plasmon-pole approxima-
tion (at least at finite temperatures).
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III. QUANTUM THEORY OF THE LINEWIDTH

In this section we want to take into account the quanti-
zation of the shape fluctuations in the jellium cluster
around its optimum distortion parameter, 50. '" As the
time scale of electronic transitions in the optical frequen-
cy region (energies approximately a few electron volts) is
much shorter than the time scale of cluster-shape fluctua-
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FIG. 2. Evolution of the photoabsorption cross-section spec-
trum with cluster temperature, T, for the Na&0 cluster, obtained
by using Eqs. (4)—(6). o.(co,6) in Eq. (4) is obtained from the
plasmon-pole approximation {PPA) for the spheroidal particle
(Ref. 11): o " (co, 51=[4trco/(3c)]1m[a, lco, 5)+2a "(ro,5)],
with dynamical polarizabilities along z and p directions,
a," "(co,6) (i =z,p), given by using Eq. (2), with the accornpany-
ing co, obtained from Eq. (3c), using for a(0) the microscopically
(TDLDA) calculated direction-dependent static polarizabilities
for every 6. The parameter I, in Eq. (2) has been chosen to be
10 ' Ry, the same as the value of numerical damping (Ref. 4) in
the TDLDA calculation.

FIG. 3. Schematic presentation of the 5 dependence of the
ground-state energy curve, E, (5), and one of the excited-state
energy curves, Ef(6). Horizontal lines denote the positions of
the total-energy eigenvalues (electronic plus vibrational). Due
to the fact that the minima of E, (5) and Ef(5) are at dgerent
5's (5O and 5$, respectively), which is a general situation, even
for a cluster initially in the vibrational ground state of the curve
E, (5) there is a non-negligible probability of optical transitions
to various vibrationally excited states of the curve Ef(5). In
this case, the range of energies determining this effective
broadening will roughly lie between the intersections of the
curve E&(5) and the two vertical lines drawn. The correspond-
ing distribution of excitation probabilities is schematically
shown by the envelope in the upper left corner. Note that the
vertical energy distance between the bottoms of the curves E,(6)
and Ef(6) is drawn unrealistically. The optical transition ener-
gies are typically of the order of about several electron volts,
whereas the distances between vibrational energy levels belong-
ing to one and the same adiabatic potential (El'+' —E~ or
Ef'+' —Ef) are of the order of about several multi-electron-
volts.
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tions (energies approximately a few milli-electron-volts),
we can regard the ionic degrees of freedom as frozen dur-

ing every electronic transition and use the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. That means we couple any
electronic state lg) to the degree of freedom of shape
fluctuations described by the wave function y, by multi-
plying these two functions.

In order to obtain the ionic wave functions g in this
approximation, we first need to know the energies E, (5)
and EI(5) as a function of 5, where E;(5) and E&(5) are
the total cluster energies in the electronic ground state
lg;(5)) and in the particular electronically excited state
P&(5)), respectively, assuming the frozen ionic back-

ground for every 5. The curve E;(5) is the same 5-
dependent ground-state energy of the cluster encountered
in the preceding section. The curve E&(5) is obtained in
the following way: In the energy region of strong collec-
tive dipole resonances, in our case there are only bound-
to-bound electronic transitions. Therefore, for every
fixed cluster shape (fixed 5) there is a nuinber of discrete
excited states which can be reached by the dipole transi-
tion. The excitation energy from the electronic ground
state to each of these states is just given by the position of

the corresponding TDLDA peak. Let us denote by
fico&(5) the excitation energy from the electronic ground
state lg, (5)) to the electronically excited state lg&(5)).
The parametric 5 dependence of fico&(5) can be obtained
from the TDLDA spectra for a sequence of 6's of in-
terest. Now, the total cluster energy belonging to the
electronically excited state

I f&(5) ) can be obtained as

E~(5)=E,(5)+fico~(5) .

Next, we use the curves E;(5) and EI(5) as the adiabatic
potential curves for ionic motion, approximated in the
spirit of our model as the shape fluctuation of the in-
compressible spheroidal jellium continuum. ' There are
discrete vibrational states for the shape fluctuations of
the spheroid in the adiabatic potentials E;(5) and EI(5),
respectively. Let us call the ionic background wave func-
tions corresponding to these states y";(5) (Ice=0, 1, 2, . . . )

and y&(5) (v=0, 1,2, . . . ), and the corresponding total
energies (vibrational and electronic} E,(' and E& (Fig. 3).
This means that in contrast to the case of the classical
treatment of the ionic background, we now obtain the
photoabsorption cross section by replacing

g f«, P(5, T}I& y, (5}IH Iy, (5})I' ', 5(E~(5)—E (5)—fico}
f

2 2'
X P„(T) f«s rI(5)X;"(5)& 'gj(5}IH'I g;(5) ) 5(E~—Et' —fico), (8)
fv'

where
—E,i" yk T

P„(T)= —E,"Ik T
e

E, (5)=E, (5O)+ —,'Icoi, (5—5O) (10)

and H' is the electron-photon —interaction operator.
We made three approximations in calculating expres-

sion (8).
(a) We used the harmonic approximation for the curve

E;(5), expanding it around the minimum 50,

d fico~(5)
fico~(5) =iiico~(50)+ (5—50) .s=s'

0

(c) We approximated the matrix elements on the right-
hand side of Eq. (8) as

where in our case I is the quadrupole moment of inertia
of the jellium spheroid and co~ the frequency of the
spheroidal shape fluctuation. ' '

(b) Furthermore, following Mahan, ' we linearized the
5 dependence of the electronic excitation energies A'co&(5)

around 5O,

f«st (5)y", (5)& &g(5) IH'Ig, (5) ) =
I & gq(50}IH'lit, (5,') ) I' f«spy 5}y";(5} (12)

All of these three approximations are legitimate, because in the range of 6's determined by the significant overlap of
g";(5) and yj(5), Eqs. (10)—(12) are generally satisfied to a good extent. All of the thermal quantum shape-fluctuation
effects on the photoabsorption cross section o(co, T) are now given through the analytical expression'

cr(co, T) = g o&(cof(5o) 5O}v&(T,co),
f

where

(13a)
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Uf(T, to)=e g( ' '+') g I,(2g[N(T)[N(T)+1]I' )e 5(tuf(50)+(I —g)cov —to), (13b)

with

dA'cof(5)

d6

2

(2fiIco~), N(T)=(e ' 1)— (13c)

II the Bessel function as defined in Ref. 16, and
0 f ( cof ( 50) 5Q } the height of the fth peak in the photoab-
sorption cross section at the frequency tof(50). In fact,
our treatment of the influence of cluster-shape fluctua-
tions on the effective photoabsorption width [Eqs.
(13a)—(13c)] is the same as that recently used by Bertsch
and Tomanek, ' with two important differences: Bertsch
and Tomanek use crude approximations for calculating
both the ground-state energy E, (5) and the excited-state
energies Ef(5) (using the plasmon-pole approximation
and neglecting all particle-hole —pair effects), whereas we
calculate both functions microscopically and self-
consistently.

In Fig. 4 we show the photoabsorption spectra for the
same temperature sequence as in Fig. 1, just this time by
considering the quantum nature of the cluster-shape fluc-
tuations, via formulas (13a)—(13c). We immediately see
that the consideration of the quantum nature of cluster-
shape fluctuations considerably enhances the effective
width of the photoabsorption spectral structures. The
most significant difference arises, of course, for low clus-
ter temperatures ( T~0 K). Whereas the spectrum in

Fig. 1 for T=O K consists of well-separated lines, the
corresponding spectral structures in Fig. 4 exhibit
effective broadening, due to the zero-point quantum
shape fluctuations. ' This means that for clusters as
small as N= 10 used in the experiments ' this broadening
will be present coen if it mere possible to produce extreme
ly cold cluster beams. This reasoning will also be qualita-
tively valid for the whole range of Na cluster sizes for
which the photoabsorption has been measured so far
(N~20). For larger clusters, these broadening effects
will become less important, scaling roughly as -N
as estimated by Bertsch and Tomanek. '

Typical estimated cluster temperatures in supersonic-
beam experiments ' are =300 K. The full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the two strongest peaks in Fig. 4
are I =0.22 eV for the high-energy (low-wavelength)
peak and I =0.19 eV for the low-energy peak. The ratios
of these FWHM's to m, „, the frequency at the corre-
sponding peak maximum, are 7.6%%uo and 8.8% for the
high- and low-energy peaks, respectively. This is in fair
agreement with the rough estimate of the experimental
values ((15%%uo}, especially if one takes into account that
our model allows for the cluster-shape fluctuation only
along one axis (spheroidal model instead of ellipsoidal
model). Another non-negligible shape fluctuation, nor-
mal to the spheroidal axis, will contribute to the further
broadening of the effective linewidth, presumably bring-
ing our result closer to experiment.
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the photoabsorption cross-section spec-
trum with cluster temperature, T, for the Na, 0 cluster, by con-
sidering the quantum nature of cluster-shape fluctuations, ob-
tained by using the results from the TDLDA-calculated spectra
in Eqs. {13a)—{13c).
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